
PRICING & BOOKING PROCEDURES

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1ST, 2021

Please note that Momo's Head Space will implement new booking procedures and pricing effective

June 1st, 2021. 

Pricing: As of June 1st, pricing for services at Momo’s Head Space will be calculated on a per hour

basis at a rate of $70/hour. There will no longer be prices listed for each individual service. (*time

standards listed on the website is the minimum time booked for each Hair Session and are subject

to change based on length/density of hair.*)

Booking an Appointment: Guests can email Momo’s Head Space NEW booking email address at

book.momosheadspace@gmail.com or click on Book Now on the website where you will be

directed to a link to complete a brief Guest Form. This form will help us get a better understanding

of what your individual needs and requests are before booking your appointment.  The information

provided in this form will help to clarify your request and give direction for us to provide you with

the appropriate Customized Hair Session based on your hair goals and desires and allow us to give

you a time quote for your appointment.  This will enable us to continue giving each guest a unique

and individualized hair experience that is tailored just for them.  Once we receive your form, we will

respond to all inquiries within 48 hours.  Please expect a response email with available dates/times,

as well as a quote for your appointment based on the rate of $70/hour.  If we run over your quoted

time during your service, your price will not change for that visit.  However, additional time may be

suggested for future appointments.

Please note: Suggested appointment dates & times are on a first come first serve basis and we will

not be able to hold spots while waiting for a confirmation. 

This new process is applicable for All New & Returning Guests. (Please note that Returning Guests

will need to complete this process and form with each online request.  Pre-booked Guests at time of

appointment will not need to complete this form.)

*All information provided is kept confidential.*

We appreciate everyone's patience, co-operation, and understanding with the new process, and we

look forward to seeing you soon!

Momo’s Head Space

256 Church Street, Studio 10

Oakville, ON  L6J 1N6

T:  (647) 219-4046

www.momosheadspace.com

mailto:book.momosheadspace@gmail.com


Booking Requests or Scheduling Information, please email: book.momosheadspace@gmail.com

All other inquiries: momosheadspace@gmail.com


